Effects of sympathetic and parasympathetic stimulation on the induction of atrial flutter in dogs with aseptic pericarditis.
To study the effects of sympathetic stimulation (SS) and vagal stimulation (VS) on the induction of atrial flutter (AF) and its cycle length, aseptic pericarditis was produced surgically in 17 adult mongrel dogs. Programmed atrial stimulation was used to induce AF and to determine the effective refractory periods (ERP) and maximum conduction delay (maxCD) of the atrium. These tests were performed before and during stimulation of the right cervical vagus nerve and the right stellate ganglion. Results showed: (1) AF could be induced in animals with short ERP and large maxCD before SS; (2) ERP was significantly shortened, maxCD was significantly increased by VS; (3) During SS, ERP was slightly shortened, but there were no changes in maxCD and the induction rate of AF; (4) The cycle length of AF was shortened by SS, however, the cycle length of AF was shortened more notably by VS than by SS. From these findings, a shortening of the ERP and an increase in maxCD appear to be related to an increased AF induction rate by VS.